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Introduction to Invennt
Veteran construction executives,

team of consultants that could

growth in UK construction claims

Tim Fitch and Brendan Morahan,

grapple with them. Since then, the

over the past five years and Invennt

founded Invennt in response to

business has established itself as

claims are an average of 42% higher

a shortage of construction and

the go-to firm for strategic advisory

than the UK average without a

architecture expertise among

services in the construction and civil

single investigation by the tax man.

the established management

engineering sectors.

Invennt then crossed the pond

In the mid twenty-tens, the

in late 2018, when Tim learned

They knew that because companies

business decided to apply this

that UK R&D tax credits had been

operating in the built environment

construction-first ethos to tax

reproduced from the Canadian

deal with the production of one-

credit claims, and with a team of

SR&ED program, and crucially

off projects rather than repeatable

architects, engineers and quantity

products and services, existing

surveyors at their client’s disposal,

consulting offerings were poorly

Invennt grew rapidly, to become

consulting brands.

suited to their needs. And after
decades at the coalface, they were

one of the UK’s largest claims
advisory businesses for SR&ED

acutely aware of the challenges

tax credits in construction and

that businesses in the sector faced,

engineering. Invennt has since

so they set about assembling a

been instrumental in the three-fold

much like the UK, the Canadian
construction industry was routinely
underclaiming. The business is now
the official SR&ED tax credit partner
for the Canadian Construction
Association and is steadily
replicating the success achieved
for UK construction in Canada.

As of 2021 Invennt claim
an average of $200k in
the first year for Canadian
construction businesses.
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SR&ED tax credits explained
Introduced by the Canadian Government in 1984, Scientific Research and Experimental
Development (SR&ED) Investment Tax Credits are designed to encourage innovation by
allowing businesses to reclaim some of the money they have spent on developing new –
or improving existing – products, services and process.

The opportunity for construction:
Canadian Controlled Private Corporations can claim SR&ED Tax Relief which
reduces their corporation tax bill by up to $35 for every $100.

Companies can also claim for the relevant investment tax credits in their

Canadian
businesses
claimed $5.3bn
in tax relief
during FY19.

respective provinces such as the Ontario Innovation Tax Credit (8 – 10%) or the
British Columbia SR&ED tax credit (10%).

CRA, 2020
CRA Deadline Extension
Normally, claims must be made within eighteen months of the fiscal period end but the
deadline has been extended. So even if you missed the original deadline, you may still
have time to claim, which is why you must act now if you are to capitalize on this golden
opportunity to minimize your tax bill and transform the way you think about your business.
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How is this relevant to construction
You may not realize it, but if you develop or improve

This includes finding easier, safer or greener ways of

construction methods, materials, plants and designs

working; tackling obstacles – such as hostile climate

to suit unusual site conditions, then you have been

conditions – in novel ways and advancing solutions

innovating under the Canadian Revenue Agency’s

through the development of new materials or

definition of SR&ED.

unusually shaped elements.

Qualifying expenditure is comprehensive:
• Direct staff

• Software

• Academic research

• Indirect staff

• Material

• Subcontractors

Despite recent progress, construction continues to underclaim relative to its share of the economy

10%

The construction industry’s
contribution to Canadian GDP

1%

The Canadian construction
industry’s share of claims
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Qualifying expenditure

Case studies

If you pay your staff to solve technical challenges you almost certainly qualify for SR&ED

General contractor | British Columbia | Qualifying cost: $500,000

tax credits but every claim is different. This is just a selection of qualifying expenditure.
• Developing new construction

• Development of sustainable solutions

The plant incorporated treatment technology that had never before been deployed in
Canada and the project needed to meet a strict range of newly introduced regulatory

techniques and use of materials to suit

that outperform industry-standard

standards and tolerances for seismic activity. A constrained site footprint rendered

design aspirations

(BREEAM Excellent/outstanding)

traditional construction methods infeasible and the unknown, quantity, throughput and

• Creating new solutions to overcome
complex site constraints
• Testing and calculations required
for new construction methods and
materials to ensure they are safe,
compliant and fit for purpose
• Developing job specific construction
methods and working procedures to
comply with health and safety.

• Use of technology for the first time,
in Canada including the adoption of
technology from other countries
• Development of bespoke offsite and
modular solutions
• Development of temporary systems
that enable business-as-usual to
continue on live sites
• Development of solutions to improve

composition of effluent required extensive modelling and experimentation.
Large international contractor | Ontario | Qualifying cost: $1,200,000
Our client is heavily invested in public-private partnerships for municipalities across
Canada. Methodologies to accelerate the construction process and engineering
solutions to integrate legacy systems, were eligible under the SR&ED program and we
were able to recover a sizable portion of their tax liability.
Precast concrete contractor | Ontario | Qualifying cost: $444,000
Our client had developed a proprietary pre-cast concrete car park product that slashed

• Analysis of structures and materials to

site safety due to coronavirus such

understand building movement, wind

as private track and trace systems,

the time and cost to create new parking capacity. We showed that the development of a

loads and thermal issues

social distance monitoring technology,

new low-loader to cut unloading time and solutions to strengthen prefabricated panels

geospatial analysis, plant & machinery

were eligible as SR&ED and reclaimed their development cost.

• Use and research of historically accurate
building materials or techniques

adaptations and technology to reduce
aerosol transmission
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The Invennt difference
Don’t put the cart before the horse
Unlike other tax credits, the SR&ED program

publish a book on civil engineering it’s pretty

requires significant technical knowledge as well

important to have a publisher on board, but

as tax and accounting expertise to compile and

you wouldn’t necessary want them to write the

formulate a compliant claim. Most companies

chapter on structural mechanics.

that offer claims advice started out as
accountants, so understandably they start with
tax expertise and retrofit technical knowledge to
their process. This means that frequently a tax
accountant will write the claim and then have it
checked by an expert in the relevant field.

Similarly, if you’re compiling an SR&ED tax credit
claim its essential to understand the intricacies
of the tax code but you won’t get very far without
people who really understand the technicalities
and processes of construction and engineering.
That’s why we have consciously assembled

Conversely, we start with detailed practical

a team with skills from every major discipline

knowledge of construction and then apply

in construction and the built environment

tax expertise to ensure compliance with the

including architects, civil engineers, geotechnical

rules set out in the tax code. This may seem

engineers, quantity surveyors, structural

like a distinction without a difference but it is

engineers and project managers.

significant. To use an example, if you wanted to
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Invennt claims process

Discoveryworkshop

Review costs

Follow-up interviews

Forming the claim

A 2-3 hour workshop with relevant
stakeholders to help determine
areas of innovation within
the business.

Identification of relevant costs of
SR&ED activities. We aim to ask for
no more than data dumps from
your ERP system

A series of interviews designed
to capture any remaining
information required to
compile the report.

We calculate savings and write the
report (delivery term c.3 weeks).
Once complete we send a copy for
approval and for your accountant
to adjust the T2.
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Accreditations and partnerships

International reach

Invennt is the official SR&ED tax credit partner for the Canadian Construction

Our international reach enables us to apply best practice from multiple jurisdictions

Association and all of our consultants are accredited by the relevant body in their

and offer a consistent international service for businesses operating in Canada, the

respective discipline. The business is also an active member of numerous construction

United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland and Canada.

industry trade bodies, professional institutions and business forums.
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The Invennt difference
Invennt is the leader in SR&ED tax credits for construction and civil engineering
businesses. Customers choose us because of our unrivalled technical knowledge,
streamlined claims process and track record of success.

We have detailed

We understand and can

contextual knowledge of

rapidly identify innovation in

the construction sector

the industry

Our consultants do all the hard

We have a 100% success

work and minimize the effort

100

%

rate and have never had a

undertaken by internal teams

report rejected by the CRA

Our reports are endorsed

We unlock innovation you

by one of Canada’s leading

didn’t know existed to bring

SR&ED tax credit specialists

you lasting tangible value
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Introducing the Construction Innovation Fund
within 15 days of submission1. In doing so, the CIF aligns

financing in the Canadian Construction Industry. The fund

SR&ED tax credits with a businesses’ genuine funding

is a joint initiative between Invennt and the investment

needs rather than with arbitrary dates in the fiscal year

group, RD Capital Inc.

The result is transforming innovation in construction by
injecting additional working capital into dynamic and

$1,000,000 payable on receipt of the benefit of from the

innovative businesses across Canada.

CRA, radically cutting the time to receive payment for

Maintain liquidity and cash flow

Complement existing bank lines of credit and

during peak periods of growth

provide a bridge to future source of capital

Take advantage of business

Recruit and retain highly trained personnel

opportunities & entrench market position

when you need them most

1. Subject to eligibility checks by RD Capital Inc. Terms and conditions apply.
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Thank you
If you would like to find out more visit www.invennt.com/tax-ca or call +1-647-239-9872

Return to start
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